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The Ergo 115 is a lightweight aircraft grade 

aluminium wheelchair which breaks down to 

8kg (18lbs). The lightweight frame is braced by a 

system of double cross braces which increase 

the wheelchair's strength and durability. The 

streamline oval tubes not only make the 

wheelchair look great but also add strength to 

the wheelchair structure.

The Ergo 115 is packed full of innovative features 

that you would expect from a Karma wheelchair 

including; slowing brakes, quick release wheels, 

detachable upholstery and the patented Ergo 

seating.
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Features

Tube-in-centre footplate
New footplate design gives more 
support to legs, so users can easily 
relax thigh muscles.

Swing-away footrest
Swing in/out footrest hangers for added 
conven ience . They o f fe r increased 
support for legs and thighs. 

Ergonomic armpad
The wide armpad is design to give extra 
support for the elbow.

Extended armrest
Extended armrests maximise the seat 
area and minimise the overall width of 
the wheelchair.

Ergonomic handrim
The new handrim design helps the user
propel the wheelchair. 
Both transit and self propel models have 
quick release wheels.

Aegis microbe shield seat and back
Comfortable mesh back and seat with 
detachable seat covers. Both are treated 
with Aegis microbe shield.

Anti tips
Anti tips, provide greater sitting safety.

Oval tubes
The oval tubes make the wheelchair look 
great and add the strength of the 
wheelchair structure.
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